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I. DUCT ACOUSTICS


Some of the topics covered inthis section are as follows:


Reciprocating Engine Mufflers


Jet Engine Inlet and Discharge Duct Acoustic Liners


Propagation in Flowing Ducts


Liner Configurations and Materials


*Helmholtz Resonators
 

Acoustic Impedance and Flow Resistance


Measurements and Analyses


Facilities and Test Equipment
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Czarnecki, K. R.; and Davis, Don D., Jr.: Dynamometer-Stand Investigation


of the Muffler Used in the Demonstration of Light-Airplane Noise


Reduction. NACA TN 1688, October 1948.


Davis, Don D., Jr.; and Czarnecki, K. R.: Dynamometer-Stand Investigation


of a Group of Mufflers. NACA TN 1838, March 1949.


Davis, Don D., Jr.; Stokes, George M.; Moore, Dewey; and Stevens, George


L., Jr.: Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of Mufflers


with Comments on-Engine-Exhaust Muffler Design. NACA Report 1192,


1954.


Stokes, George M.; and Davis, Don D., Jr.: Exhaust Mufflers as Applied


to the Helicopter. Proceedings of NASA Conference on Helicopters,


Langley Field, Virginia, May 12 and 13, 1954.


Davis, Don D., Jr.: Chapter 21, Handbook of Noise Control. Acoustical


Filters and Mufflers, December 1955.


Fricke, W.; Bissell, J. R.; Bamberg, W. T.; and Martina, C. K.:
 

Analytical and Experimental Studies of Sound Pressures on Ducted


NASA CR-66270, December 1966.
Propellers. 
 
Cawthorn, Jimmy M.; Morris, Garland J.; and Hayes, Clyde: Measurement


of Performance, Inlet Flow Characteristics, and Radiated Noise for


a Turbojet Engine Having Choked Inlet Flow. NASA TN D-3929,


May 1967.


Marsh, A. H.: Study of Acoustical Treatments for Jet-Engine Nacelles.


Jour. Acous. Soc. of Amer., vol. 43, no. 5, May 1968.


Marsh, A. H.; Elias, I.; Hoene, J. C.; and Frasca, R. L.: A Study of


Turbofan Engine Compressor Noise Suppression Techniques. NASA


CR-1056, June 1968.


Chestnutt, David: Noise Reduction by Means of Inlet-Guide-Vane Choking


in an Axial-Flow Compressor. NASA TN D-4682, July 1968.


Cimerol, J. J.; Erickson, A. R.; and Fisher, J. I.:- Investigation of the


Properties of Fiber Metal Acoustical Materials. NASA CR-66643,


September 1968.


Watson, H. A., Jr.; Thompson, J. D.; and Rucker, Carl E.: Structural and


Environmental Studies of Acoustical Duct-Lining Materials. Presented


at Conference on Progress of NASA Research Relating to Noise Alleviation


of Large Subsonic Jet Aircraft, Langley, October 8-10, 1968. NASA SP-189.


Zorumski, William E.; and Parrott, Tony L.: Nonlinear Acoustic Theory for


Thin Porous Sheets. Presented at Conference on Progress of NASA


Research Relating to Noise Alleviation of Large Subsonic Jet Aircraft,


Langley, October 8-10, 1968. NASA SP-189.
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Chestnutt, David; and Crigler, John L.: Potential of Inlet-Guide-Vane


Configuration for Inlet Noise Reduction. Conference on Noise


Alleviation of Large Subsonic Jet Aircraft, Langley Research Center,


October.8-I0, 1968. NASA SP-189.


Chestnutt, David: Jet Engine Inlet Noise Control. Sound and Vibration,


vol. 2, no. 12; December 1968, pp. 10-14.


Arnold, Lee; and Slutsky,'Simon: Attenuation of Plane Waves of Sound by


Suspension of Resonating Particles. Presented at Basic Aerodynamic


Noise Research Conference,.NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.,


July 14 and 15, 1969. NASA SP-207.


Plumblee, Harry E.: Effect of Duct Heating on Jet and Fan Noise.


Presented at Basic Aerodynamic Noise Research Conference, NASA


Headquarters, Washington, D.C., July 14 and 15, 1969. NASA SP-207.


Lansing, Donald L.: The Exact Solution for the Radiation of Sound from a


Semi-Infinite Circular Duct with an Application to Fan and Compressor


Noise. Presented at NASA Symposium on Analytical Methods in Aircraft


Aerodynamics, Ames Research Center, October 28-30, 1969. NASA SP-228.


Chestnutt, David; and Clark, Lorenzo R.: Effects of Inlet-Guide-Vane


Configuration and Relative Blade Velocity on Noise from Axial-Flow


Compressors. NASA TN D-5507, February 1970.


Zorumski, William E.: Acoustic Scattering by a Porous Elliptic Cylinder


with Nonlinear Resistance. Ph.D. Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic


Institute, March 1970.


Marino, Peter A., Jr.: Sound Absorption in Acoustically Treated Ducts


in the Presence of Oblique Waves. NASA CR-66968, June 1970.


Brown, David: Investigation of the Influence of Duct-Mounted Helmholtz


Resonators on the Sound Field of a Model Ducted Propeller.
 

NASA CR-1653, September 1970.


Pendley, Robert E.; and Marsh, Alan H.: Investigation of DC-8 Nacelle


Modifications to Reduce Fan-Compressor Noise in Airport Communities.


Part I - Summary of Program Results. NASA CR-1705, December 1970.


Marsh, Alan H.; Frasca, R. L.; Gordon, D. K.; Henry, C. A.; Laurie, G. L.; 
and Kamei, L. T.: Investigation of DC-8 Nacelle Modifications to 
Reduce Fan-Compressor Noise in Airport Communities. Part II -. 
Design Studies and Duct-Lining Investigations. NASA CR-1706, 
December 1970. 
Manhart, J. Kenneth; Campbell, D. A.; Henry, C. A.; and Lowder, E. M.:
 

Investigation of DC-8 Nacelle Modifications to Reduce Fan-Compressor


Noise in Airport Communities. Part III - Static Tests of Noise


Suppressor Configurations. NASA CR-1707, December 1970.


Zwieback, E. L.; Lowder, E. M.; Ilkcagla, E. A.; Andresen, H.; Henry, C.


A;; Marsh, Alan H.; Gordon, D. K.; Cleveland, N. L.: Investigation


of DC-8 Nacelle Modifications to Reduce Fan-Compressor Noise in


AirportiCommunities. Part IV - Flight Acoustical and Performance


Evaluations. NASA CR-1708, December 1970.
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Wahllon, H. D.; Gabbay, Ellis J,; Ferry, G. B., Jr.; and Cleveland, N. L.:
 

Investigation of DC-8 Nacelle Modifications to Reduce Fan-Compressor
 

Noise inAirport Communities. Part V - Economic Implications of


Retrofit. NASA CR-1709, December 1970.


Langdon, Lawrence E.; Gabriel, Richard F.; and Marsh, Alan H.:


Investigation of DC-8 Nacelle Modifications to Reduce Fan-Compressor.


Noise inAirport Communities. Part VI - Psychoacoustic Evaluation.


NASA CR-1710, December 1970.


Anon.: Study and Development of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to.


Minimize Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation. Vol. II- Acoustic Lining


Development. NASA CR-1712, 1971.


Anon.: Study and Development-of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to


Minimize Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation. Vol. III - Concept Studies
 

and Ground Tests. NASA CR-1713, 1971.


Anon.: Study and Development of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to


Minimize Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation. Vol. IV- Flightworthy


Nacelle Development. NASA CR-1714, 1971.


Anon.: Study and Development of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to


Minimize Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation. Vol. V - Sonic Inlet


Development. NASA CR-1715, 1971.


Anon.: Study and Development of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to


Minimize Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation. Vol. VI - Economic


Studies. NASA CR-1716, 1971.


Anon.: Study and Development of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to


Minimize Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation. Vol. VII - Subjective


Evaluhtion Tests. NASA CR-1717, 1971.


Anon.: Study and Development of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to 
Minimize Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation. Vol. I - Program 
Q Summary. NASA CR-1711, 1971. 
Chestnutt, David; Hubbard, Harvey H.; and Feiler, Charles E.: Trends in 
Noise Control for Aircraft Gas Turbine Power Plants. Conference on 
Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems, Langley Research Center,
 

NASA SP-270, May 1971.


Zorumski, William E.; and Parrott, Tony L.: Nonlinear Acoustic Theory


for Rigid Porous Materials. NASA TN D-6195, June 1971.


Hayden, R. E.: Noise Generation by Duct Elements in Low Speed Air


Flows. Proceedings of Purdue Noise Control Conference, Lafayette,


Indiana, July 14-16, 1971.


McDaniel, 0. H.: Performance of Absorptive Duct Liners inthe Presence


of Spinning Modes. Proceedings of Purdue Noise Control Conference,


Lafayette, Indiana, July 14-16, 1971.


Oslac, M. J.: The Use of the Spinning Mode Synthesizer for Studying


Complex Modes in Ducts of Varying Cross Sections. Proceedings


of Purdue Noise Control Conference, Lafayette, Indiana, July 14-16,


1971.


Zorumski, William E.: Acoustic Scattering and Absorption by a Rigid


Porous Elliptic Cylindrical Shell. NASA TN D-6340, August 1971.


Hilton, David A.; Pegg, Robert J.; Parrott, Tony L.; and Alfredson,


Robin J.: Evaluation of the Noise Reduction of Two Exhaust Muffler


Configurations for the H-13 Helicopter. LWP No. 984, August 1971.


Drischler, Joseph A.: Analytic Studies of Sound Pressures Inside the


Duct of Ducted Propellers. NASA TN D-6345, September 1971.


Chestnutt, David; and Clark, Lorenzo R.: Noise Reduction by Means of


Variable Geometry Inlet Guide Vanes in a Cascade Apparatus.


NASA TM X-2392, October 1971.


Budoff, Marvin; and Zorumski, W. E.: Flow Resistance of Perforated


Plates in Tangential Flow. NASA TM X-2361, October 1971.


Plett, E. G.: Tower, T. M.; Abdelhamid, A. N.; and Summerfield, M.:


Noise of Jets Discharging from a Duct Containing Bluff Bodies.


Proceedings of INTER NOISE 72, Washington, D.C., October 4-6, 1972.
 

Reethof, G.; and Karvelis, A. V.: Control Valve Noise and Its Reduction -
State of the Art. Proceedings of INTER NOISE 72, Washington, D.C., 
October 4-6, 1972. 
Barna, P.S.: Measurements of Flow Resistance of Various Resonator


Orifice Configurations (Phase I). NASA CR (Contract NASI-9434), 1972.


Heller, Hanno H.; and Widnall, Sheila E.: The Role of Fluctuating Forces


in the Generation of Compressor Noise. NASA CR-2021, 1972.


Soffel, Arthur R.; and Morrow, Paul F.: Investigation of the Tone-Burst


Tube for Duct Lining Attenuation Measurement. NASA CR-112031, 1972.


Holm, Raymond G.; and Zorumski, William E.: Acoustics Radiation Patterns


for a Source in a Hard-Walled Unflanged Circular Duct. NASA TN


D-7360, 1973.


Zorumski, William E.: Acoustic Impedance of Curved Multilayered Duct


Liners. NASA TN D-7277, 1973.


Harrington, Walter W.: Design and Development of an Automatic Control


System for the In-Duct Cancellation of Spinning Modes of Sound.


NASA CR-132317, 1973.


Lowson, M. V.; and Baskaran, S.: Propagation of Sound in Elliptic Ducts.


NASA CR-132307, 1973.
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Plumblee, H. E.; Dean, P. D.; Wynne, G. A.; and Burrin R. H.: Sound


Propgation in and Radiation From Acoustically Lined Flow Ducts:


A Compar-ison of Experiment and Theory. NASA CR-2306, 1973.


Seiner, John; and Reethof, Gerhard: Design and Development of the


Spinning Mode Synthesizer. NASA CR-2260, 1973.


Lansing, Donald L.; and Zorumski, William E.: Effects of Wall Admittance


Changes on Duct Transmission and Radiation of Sound. Journal.of


Sound and Vibration, vol. 27- no. 1, March 1973.


Nayfeh, A. H.; and Zorumski, W. E.: The Acoustics of Aircraft Engine-

Duct Systems. Proceedings of the CASI/AIAA Aeronautical Meeting,


October 1973.


Parrott, Tony L.: An Improved Method for Design of Expansion-Chamber


Mufflers with Application to an Operational Helicopter. NASA


TN D-7309, October 1973.


Parrott, Tony L.: Propagation of Sound Through Thermal Gradients Along


the Axis of a Quartz Tube. MS Thesis, GWU, Washington, DC, 1973.


Zorumski, William E.: Generalized Radiation Impedance and Termination


Reflection Coefficients of Circular and Annular Ducts. Journal


of Acoustical Society of America, vol. 54, no. 6, 1973, pp. 1433-1844.


Nayfeh, A. H. and Tejionis, D. P.: Acoustic Propagation in Ducts with


Varying Cross Sections. Journal of Acoustical Society of America,


vol. 54, 1973, pp. 1654-1660.


Nayfeh, A. H.: Effect of the Acoustic Boundary Layer on the Wave


Propagation in Ducts. Journal of Acoustical Society of America,


vol. 54, 1973, pp. 1737-1742.


Nayfeh, A. H.; Telionis, D. P.; Lekoudis, S. H.: Acoustic Propagation

in Ducts with Varying Cross Sections and Sheared Mean Flow.


AIAA Paper No. 73-1008, 1973.


Nayfeh, A. H.; and Telionis, D. P.: Algebraically Growing Waves in Ducts


with Sheared Mean Flow. Journal of Acoustical Society of America,


vol. 55, 1974, pp. 16-18.


Nayfeh, A. H.: Sound Waves in Two-Dimensional Ducts with Sinusoidal
 

Walls. Journal of Acoustical Society of America, vol. 55, 1974,


pp. 768-770.


Nayfeh, A. H.; and Tsai, M. S.: Nonlinear Acoustic Propagation in


Two-Dimensional Ducts. Journal of Acoustical Society of America,


vol. 55, 1974, pp. 1166-1172.


Nayfeh, A. H.; Kaiser, J. E.; and Shaker, B. S.: Effect of Mean-Velocity


Profile Shapes on Sound Transmission through Two-Dimensional Ducts.


Journal of Sound and Vibration,, vol. 34, 1974, pp. 413-423.


Zorumski, William E.; and Mason, Jean P.: Multiple Eigenvalues of Sound-

Absorbing Circular and Angular Ducts. Journal of the Acoustical


Society of America. June 1974.
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Nayfeh, A. H.; and Sun, J.: Effect of Transverse Velocity and Temperature


Gradients on Sound Attenuation inTwo-Dimensional Ducts. Journal


of Sound and Vibration, vol. 34, 1974, pp. 505-517.


Nayfeh, A. H.; Sun,.J.; and Telionis, D. P.: Effect of Bulk-Reacting


Liners on Wave Propagation inDucts. AIAA Journal, vol. 12,


1974, pp. 838-843.


Clark, T. L.; Ganz, U. W.; Graf, G. A.; and Westall, J. S.: Analytic 
Models of Ducted Turbomachinery Tone Noise Sources - Vol. I:Analysis: 
NASA CR-132443, 1974. 
Clark, T. L.; Ganz, U. W.; Graf, G. A.; and Westall, J. S.: Analytic


Models of Ducted Turbomachinery Tone Noise Sources - Vol.. II:


Subprogram Documentation. NASA ,CR-132444, 1974.


Clark, T. L.; Ganz, U. W.; Graf, G. A.; and Westall, J. S.: Analytic


Models of-Ducted Turbomachinery Tone Noise Sources - Vol. III:


Program Test Case Results. NASA CR-132445, 1974.


Nayfeh, A. H.; Telionis, D. P.; and Kaiser, J. E.: Transmission of


Sound Through Annular Ducts of Varying Cross Sections. AIAA Paper


No. 74-58, 1974.


Wyerman, Barry R.: Absorption Characteristics of Glass Fiber Materials


at Normal and Oblique Incidence. NASA CR-132451, 1974.


Nayfeh, A. H.; and Tsai, M.-S.: Finite Amplitude Waves inCylindrical


Lines Ducts. AIAA Paper No. 74-553, 1974.


Ehlers, F. Edward: A Finite Difference Method for the Solution of the


Transonic Flow Around Harmonically Oscillating Wings. NASA


CR-2257, 1974.


Pegg, Robert J.; and Hilton, David A.: Comparison of Acoustic Performance
 

of Five Muffler Configurations on a Small Helicopter. NASA TN


D-7495, 1974.


Nayfeh, A. H.: Nonlinear Propagation of a Wave Packet in a Hard-Walled


Circular Duct. VPI and SU Report E-74-9, 1974.


Posey, Joe W.; and Compton, Kevin J.: Effect of Nonsymmetrical Flow
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II. PROPAGATION AND OPERATIONS


Some of the topics covered in this section are as follows:


Atmospheric Propagation of Sound and Shock Waves


Absorption, Scattering, Refraction, Diffraction, and


Refledtion


Turbulence and Wind Effects


Aural Detection


Noise Abatement Aircraft Operations
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Some of the topics covered in this section are as follows:


Free and Ducted Propellers; Tilt Rotors; Main and Tail


Rotors of Helicopters


Noise due to Torque, Thrust, Coning, Thickness, Unsteady


Loads, and Vortex Shedding and Nonuniform Inflow


Near- and Far-Field Noise Measurement, Analysis, Prediction,


and Reduction


Rotating Blade Induced Loads on Structures
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Some of the topics covered in this section are as follows:


Near- and Far-Noise Fields


Subsonic and Supersonic Flows
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Free Jets, Shear Layers, Impinging Jet and Coaxial Jets


Mach Waves, Turbulence, Temperature and Velocity Profiles,
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Mufflers, Suppressors, andNoise Control


Equipment, Facilities, and Test Methodology
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Some of the topics covered in this section are as follows:


Generation, Propagation, Minimization, and Prediction


Effects of Vehicle Altitude, Mach Number, Size and Shape,
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Generation by Projectiles, Aircraft, and Spacecraft
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